
ROTO ROOTER BUSINESS PLAN

Roto-Rooter reviews. A free inside look at company reviews and salaries posted anonymously by employees.

Company Perspectives: Our goal is to be the premier provider of a variety of repair and maintenance services
to both residential and commercial accounts. For the past several years, Roto-Rooter has purchased key
franchisees in locations throughout the United States. Its primary work involves making plumbing repairs to
existing residential and commercial plumbing systems, unclogging and repairing sewers and drains and
providing water damage cleanup. Communicating any potentially broken agreements at the first appropriate
opportunity to all parties concerned. They include an employee handbook containing policies and procedures,
all necessary business forms, a management guidebook, instructions on creating sound human resources
policies, a service technician training manual, a marketing guidebook, a training manual for phone operators,
dispatcher training, a guide to developing service standards, an operations manual covering all facets of the
business, and an advertising guidebook. New across-the-board standards included hour service, employee
training in customer service, uniforms, and logo-emblazoned vehicles. Although Roto-Rooter's market share
in the highly fragmented U. Little did he know that a backed-up toilet would lead to a permanent career.
Roto-Rooter serves residential, business, and municipal customers. A Train the Trainer program helps the
organization take its programs to a wider audience. Operating Excellence manuals guide owners through the
entire operation of running a business, and annual events provide opportunities to network and brainstorm
with other franchisees through hands-on classes and business sessions. Operating in a responsible manner:
"Above the lineâ€¦" Communicating openly and with purpose. The company offers a strategic business system
that delivers daily, monthly and annual training modules for owners and employees. Three new facilities were
built in California, New Jersey, and Texas. From to , the company reported a 20 percent growth in plumbing
revenues. Within two years of its first lease agreement, Roto-Rooter had licensed more than territories from
Florida to Washington, with a concentration in the Midwest. Do you want to increase your profits with
products and services that are reputable and reliable and meet and exceed customers' needs? Our Service
Philosophy Our only priority is to provide the highest level of customer service. Peterson had actually begun
researching the sale of the company in , but was impeded by litigation and reorganization concerns from
concentrating on the issue. The NSF Mark is recognized for its value in international trade around the world
and is respected by local, state and federal regulators. Our commitment is to expand into selected international
markets by establishing exclusive master independent franchise agreements. Rooter plumbing and
drain-cleaning organization has more than franchise locations in the United States, Canada and Europe.
Programs include live and online workshops, meetings, webinars, and other educational programs; periodic
review of safety and operational practices; representation before legislative and regulatory bodies; and access
to industry experts for consultation, networking and troubleshooting. UK, Inc. Many who were eager for work
in the midst of the Great Depression started their own Roto-Rooter businesses throughout the upper Midwest ,
the Great Plains and the Northeast. They guide, advise and hold members accountable. Among the major
elements of the restructuring plan are: l Chemed will reduce corporate headquarters personnel, as well as
reduce its board of by two inside directors. Retrieved  Rooter Corporation Founded in , the Mr. Soon DuBois
was servicing restaurants, steel companies, heavy manufacturing firms, and food processing plants. Today,[
when? Although World War II's raw material shortages stunted Roto-Rooter's expansion, postwar rural
electrification and water works projects furnished seemingly endless growth potential. Mindful that the
homecare market was extremely fragmented, Patient Care claimed that its own comprehensive line of
healthcare services offered better resources and was more cost-effective than smaller home health agencies.
Chemed implemented a comprehensive restructuring program with the money garnered from the sale of
DuBois. The company serves customers through local service providers who receive exclusive territories.
Members also benefit from a central consumer Web site, also used to direct customers to the local contractor.
Employees of Roto-Rooter are mostly non- union. These values and the practices based on them are the
foundation of our service, our philosophy, and our daily lives at Mr. By , meantime, Roto-Rooter had
purchased 80 of its largest franchisees. By the time the company was purchased by Chemed, National had
become the largest distributor of sanitary maintenance supplies in the United States. By , when Blanc received
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a patent on his original design, company machinists had developed an industrial-sized drain cleaner called the
Royal Street Sewer Cleaning Machine as well as a kitchen-sized model dubbed the "Niard"--drain spelled
backwards. Speaking calmly and respectfully, without profanity or sarcasm. The company provides its
products and services through a network of licensees and offers them a seven-part program for support. The
primary goals of WJTA-IMCA are to enhance communication within the industry; facilitate cooperation
among government, industry, university and research institutions; foster foreign and domestic trade in jet
cutting and cleaning products and industrial vacuum equipment and services; and study and advance industry
tools and technology.


